This paper considered an autoregressive time series where the slope contains random components with non-negative values. The authors determine the stationary condition of the series to estimate its parameters by the quasi-maximum likelihood method. The authors also simulate and estimate the coefficients of the simulation chain. In this paper, we consider modeling and forecasting gold chain on the free market in Hanoi, Vietnam.
Introduction
It is well-known that many time series in finance such as stock returns exhibit leptokurtosis, time-varying volatility and volatility clusters. The generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) and the random coefficient autoregressive (RCA) model have been caturing three characteristics of financial returns. The RCA models have been studied by several authors [1] [2] [3] . Most of their theoreic properties are well-known, including conditions for the existence and the uniqueness of a stationary solution, or for the existence of moments for the stationary distribution. In this paper, we address the stationary conditions for the RCA model, the existence and the uniqueness of a stationary solution and parameter estimation problem for the RCA model with the coefficient have a non-negative random elements. are random vectors with independent identical distribution defined in a certain probability space (2) Firstly, we consider the property of the stochastic variable
Stationary Conditions of the Series
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Estimation of Model Parameters
Suppose that
In this section, we care about estimating vectors of
 , we have: With 
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Conclusion
This paper has solved some problems relating to a kind of first order time series with coefficient regression affected by non-negative random elements. In subsequent studies, the author will consider the asymptotic estimates of the parameters.
